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Award Winners

 Here are the many 

lives of one cat, and 

how perspective 

shapes what we see. 

When you see a cat, 

what do you see? 

Two bored children 

discover a board 

game in the park. 

Upon playing it, 

they unleash wild 

animals in their 

house. 

Du iz tak? What is 

that? As a tiny shoot 

unfurls, two 

damselflies peer at it 

in wonder and talk in 

their (invented) 

language. 

Grace doesn't become 

discouraged when she's told 

that she can't play the part of 

Peter Pan in the school play 

because of her race and 

gender.* 

Poor Duncan just wants to 

color, but his crayons have 

gone on strike. This hilarious 

story will entice readers with 

the persuasive letters written 

by the crayons.* 

While the other penguins like 

things neat and orderly, Tacky 

cheerfully does everything a bit 

differently. The penguins are fed 

up with Tacky until his tactics 

scare off hunters.* 

 Frog and Toad are back in 

this collection of stories. In 

one, Toad loses a button, 

and in another, he insists on 

wearing a bathing suit. * 

Mr. Wuffles the cat 

ignores his toys and 

bats around a small 

metal item that turns 

out to be an alien 

spaceship. 

Set in the 1920’s a 

young Cuban girl is 

determined to learn to

play the drums 

despite being told that 

drums are for boys.

Set in the 1960s, two young 

children, one white and the 

other black, form a 

friendship over the fence 

that their parents have told 

them not to cross. 

The Rogers hire

Amelia Bedelia as a

housekeeper only to

discover that she

takes everything

literally.* 

Easy readers

Minnie is convinced 
that her donut has 
been stolen and so 

Moo sets off to solve 
the mystery.* 

Henry and his very 

large dog, Mudge, have 

many adventures in this 

easy reader short 

chapter book series.* 

( * = series )



Short Chapter Books  

Bean is 

convinced that 

she will never be 

friends with her

new neighbor 

until Ivy helps 

play a trick on 

her sister. *

Franny K. Stein 

doesn’t quite fit 

in with the other 

kids, probably 

because she’s a 

mad scientist. * 

Two roller- 

skating best 

friends--one tiny, 

one tall--share 

three comical 

adventures. * 

Emma and her 

dog ride a magic 

carpet to the land 

of Barakash to 

help a genie 

recover his stolen 

magical ring. 

Billy Miller is 

nervous about 

starting second 

grade, but as the 

year progresses, he 

makes friends and 

succeeds.  

Celia captures a 

magical hamster 

who promises a 

wish in exchange 

for his freedom. * 

Gee tells her 

grandchildren 

about when she 

was ten years-old 

in 1960 and 

participated in the 

Civil Rights 

Movement sit-ins. * 

Cody lives on a 

farm and loves 

animals, but Cody 

can't pay the pet 

show fundraiser 

fee for all nine of 

his pets. * 

It’s the 

beginning of 

2nd grade, and 

Keena relates 

the various 

funny mishaps.* 

Gina is a new 

student and 

wants to be the 

star of her soccer 

team, but her 

teammates think 

she’s a bit of a 

show-off. * 

Eugene is a new 

second-grader, 

and he brings out 

his superhero 

alter-ego to solve 

the mystery of the 

missing class 

hamster. * 

 

 A young boy who 

loves superheroes 

wants to make 

friends, but first he 

must overcome his 

fear of everything. * 

Nonfiction & poetry

Learn how 

animals use color 

for many different 

purposes in this 

beautiful book. 

The author 

explores big 

numbers in the 

context that kids 

can understand 

and enjoy. 

 The biography of 

Jean-Michel 

Basquiat, which 

teaches that art 

doesn't always have 

to be neat or clean-- 

and definitely not 

inside the lines--to be 

beautiful. 

Prelutsky's poems 

combine things to 

create creatures (like a

hippopotomushroom) 

that inhabit Scranimal 

Island.  

Stories about Dracula, 

Wolfman, Bigfoot and 

more told through 

poems and 

accompanied by great 

illustrations.

Questions?   Contact the Trask Librarian, Linda O’Malley, at lomalley@penncharter.com. Have a great summer!

(*= series)

Shel Silverstein's 

classic book of

poetry and 

illustrations


